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Abstract

In this paper we present a virtual mail (v-mail) sys-
tem. The prototype system is developed to realize eÆ-
cient \handing-o�" of work between participants that
are separated by great distances and/or time zones.

1. Introduction

Businessmen, researchers, and artists conduct in-
ternational collaborations. They often discuss over
phones without visiting their colleagues because trav-
eling is both expensive and time consuming. There are
may researches on supporting synchronous distributed
collaborations [8, 2, 4]. However, when participants
are in di�erent time-zones, asynchronous collaboration
is very attractive. In asynchronous collaboration, the
most e�ective computer-based collaboration tool today
is still e-mail. Despite this, there are few applications
which support asynchronous collaboration in virtual
environments [4, 8].

Asynchronous collaboration is the most attractive
and diÆcult form of collaboration. It is attractive be-
cause this mode reduces traveling cost and frees peo-
ple from tight meeting schedules. Its main drawback
is that participants cannot quickly obtain feedback.
In international collaborations, it often takes a day
to receive a response. Collaborators can easily waste
days just clarifying questions, plans, and instructions.
Therefore, elements which can lead to ambiguity should
be minimized as much as possible so that collaborators
can concentrate on the tasks at hand.

What are the possible sources of misunderstanding?
In the case of international collaboration, the language
barrier is the largest factor. Other factors are related
to the domain of the collaboration itself. For exam-

ple, if the task is to design products, buildings, or art
work, the explanation or clari�cation of ideas usually
involves the description of objects and features in a spa-
tial context. This is diÆcult to accomplish with tra-
ditional text-only e-mail systems, and even advanced
e-mail systems that allow the inclusion of pictures, an-
imation and audio as attachments. In these systems,
the e-mail messages are still detached from the envi-
ronment in which they were initially recorded. That
is, although an animation sequence was recorded by
pointing a video camera at a real space. The eventual
viewing of the recording occurs in a detached space.
There is still the need for the viewer to correlate the en-
vironment in which the recording was originally made
with what is viewed on the monitor. In VE we have
the opportunity to bridge this by allowing the same
environment to be the medium over which a recording
was originally created and played back. When a play-
back involves the recording of the remote participant's
virtual presence (an avatar) and actions (such as ges-
tures), one can walk around the play-back of the avatar
and make adjustments to the environment even while
the play-back is occurring- hence treating the avatar
as a surrogate of the original recorder of the message.
We have designed the virtual mail (v-mail) system
to explore mainly these issues. The goal is to develop
a system that allows collaborators to enter a persis-
tent environment and leave expressive v-mail messages
(consisting of audio and gestural recordings) for one
another. In the following sections we will describe our
initial implementation of the v-mail system and its user
testing. Finally, future directions for this research are
discussed.
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2 The Virtual Mail System

V-mail is a prototype system that supports both
synchronous and asynchronous collaboration. The par-
ticipants' mail messages and the ongoing modi�cations
of the VE are maintained by a central server. The v-
mail system is designed to be used in the CAVE virtual
environment [1]. The CAVE is a 10 foot by 10 foot by
10 foot room constructed of translucent walls that are
rear-projected with stereoscopic images. The partici-
pant in the CAVE sees the head tracked stereo image
through a pair of LCD shutter glasses. The input de-
vice is a wand equipped with a magnetic tracker and a
joystick. The interaction with the VE is done through
the user's head position and orientation; wand's posi-
tion and orientation; and the wand's three buttons and
analog joystick. The graphics for the CAVE are driven
by a Silicon Graphics Onyx2tm.

V-mail is built on top of the CAVE library, a higher
level graphics library, called XP (eXtended Performer),
and the CAVERNsoft networking library. These li-
braries are explained in the following subsections.

2.1 Audio/Gestural Recording and Playback

V-mail's user-interface is embodied in a virtual
friend or pet that follows the participant as he/she
interacts with the VE. Touching the pet pops up an
interface for recording, reviewing, and deleting mes-
sages. This pop-up menu may either follow the user
as with the virtual pet, or it may be set to a station-
ary location in the environment. Allowing the pet to
follow a participant constantly has the advantage that
the interface for recording and stopping the recording
can be reached anywhere in the VE. However in some
instances the pet may actually occlude part of the VE
and hence the option is provided to leave the pet be-
hind. At a touch of a button the pet can be instantly
recalled to the participant's side.

To record a message, a user begins by selecting the
virtual pet. In response, a microphone, mailbox, and
delete icon appears. If the user selects the microphone,
the recording, stop, and playback icons appear. The
user's voice is picked up by a wireless microphone worn
by the user and digitized by the Onyx2. A sound server
stores the digitized data in an audio �le. At the same
time, tracked head and wand data, consisting of posi-
tion and orientation information, coupled with times-
tamp data are stored in a gesture �le. This timestamp
information is used during playback to ensure that the
audio is synchronized with the re-animation of the ges-
tures.

The recording of both voice and gesture stops when

Figure 1. Receiver list under the send icon.

the user selects the stop button. The selection of the
send button pops up a list of the virtual pets belonging
to the other participants (Fig. 1). V-mail can be sent
to the owner of any of the pets by selecting the pet
under the \SEND" icon. The sent v-mail is stored at
the central server to await download from its intended
recipient.

2.2 Graphics Support for V-mail

The v-mail client applications use XP (Extended
Performer System) for rendering the graphics [9]. XP
builds on a set of existing toolkits (the CAVE li-
brary, IRIS Performertm, OpenGLtm) and provides ba-
sic modules for user-interaction, lighting, sound, nav-
igation, and loading geometric objects, and their be-
haviors. A performer scene graph is constructed from
XP's scene �le, which is written in a readable script
language. The scene text speci�es position and be-
havior of geometric and sound objects. First, the root
class parses the scene �le and constructs a Performer
scene graph. Then, constructed nodes start sending
messages between them. An event which triggers mes-
sages can be de�ned by a programmer, such as a user's
button press and proximity. Di�erent classes recognize
di�erent messages.

2.3 Network Support for V-mail

The clients communicate with the server using
CAVERNsoft[6], which facilitates the construction of
persistent collaborative virtual environments [5]. CAV-
ERNsoft manages distributed data-stores. The data
distribution between a client and a server application is
realized by the Information Request Broker(IRB). The
IRB is a repository of persistent data that is accessi-
ble by a variety of networking interfaces. It emulates
a persistent distributed shared memory system which
can deliver data over both reliable and unreliable net-
working protocols.



2.4 Message Exchanging across Network

The messages exchanged across the network are an
extension of messages sent among local XP classes.
The server class recognizes messages required to keep
persistence of the VE. Here, the persistence of the
VE means consistency among the clients' states. XP
classes understand messages to control local events.
The server dispatches messages among the clients
through communications channels provided by CAV-
ERNsoft, then, XP delivers these messages to the ap-
propriate XP classes locally. The message consists of
a command and a argument �elds. On receiving
a message, appropriate actions are taken according to
the command type.

There are three kind of messages, initialization, ter-
mination, and run-time messages. The initialization
message is sent when a user starts a client process.
It uses the reliable TCP channel of CAVERNsoft and
each message consumes 256 bytes. First, the user's
avatar is switched on at all the currently participating
clients and a list of active participants at the server
is updated. Then, mail messages stored in the server
are downloaded. Finally, a list of account names is
sent. When the user leaves the VE, his/her avatar is
switched o� and the client's name is deleted from the
active participants list.

Run-time messages are sent after the initialization
messages. Currently there are two kinds of run-time
messages, a mailing message and a tracker mes-
sage. The mailing message consists of the sender's
name, size of the audio and gesture �les, followed by
the raw data of the recording. When a client sends a
mailing message to the server, the server delivers the
message to the receiver's mail box on the server. The
mail is downloaded when the receiver enters the VE.
The tracker message is sent through a dedicated unre-
liable UDP channel. Its arguments are head position
and orientation, right hand position and orientation.
The arguments can be easily extended to include left
hand information.

3 User Testing

3.1 Conducted User Test

To evaluate v-mail, a qualitative user test was con-
ducted employing the observation and the thinking-
aloud method[7]. The thinking-aloud method requests
that the user describe their actions while they are be-
ing performed. Three pairs of test users used the v-mail
system. The current version of the v-mail system sup-
poses a class of users who have a prior experience of

working in a VE.
In the test, two people collaborate asynchronously.

One person is assigned to play the role of a designer
and the other person is assigned as the implementer of
the design. The scenario is to design a virtual museum
using the eight provided geometric objects. Firstly,
the designer places the geometric objects in the virtual
museum. Then, he/she sketches the design on paper.
The sketch is given to the implementer and the de-
signer leaves the test room. The VE is re-initialized
and the implementer is asked to recreate the design
from the sketch. When the implementer �nishes mov-
ing the geometric objects he/she records messages for
the designer using v-mail and leaves the environment.
Next, the designer returns to the VE to view the v-mail
and to examine the implementor's re-creation. This
time, the designer is not allowed to move any objects.
The designer examines the virtual museum arranged by
the implementor and leaves a v-mail to suggest alter-
ations. Then, the implementor returns to the virtual
museum to make the corrections that were suggested
in the designer's v-mail. This entire process of critique
and adjustment repeats for a total of 3 cycles.

After this role playing, users answer a questionnaire
and are interviewed. The entire process, including the
interaction in the CAVE, was recorded on video tape.

3.2 User Test Results

3.2.1 Recording V-mail

An example of the gesture usage observed is as follows;
A user pointed to the object which she/he wanted to
move. The user acknowledged the proper placement
of an object by circling the area around the object.
The following is an excerpt from a recorded message
of an implementor attempting to clarify what she is
seeing to the designer:\You indicated two doors but I
can see three doors, One is here (pointing to the �rst
door)( Fig. 2 ). One is here (pointing to the next door).
The third is here (pointing to the third door). So, I
chose this area (moving her virtual hand over the area),
between these two doors. Under the globe (pointing the
place) you showed another instrument but I can't �nd
it."

3.2.2 Replaying V-mail

When a user replayed the v-mail, a messenger avatar
talked and moved to re-enact the message. There were
three ways users interacted with the replayed v-mail.
The common behavior was to start moving objects af-
ter listening/watching the entire v-mail. However when
the designer talked slowly, the implementor could use



Figure 2. An avatar pointing to the door and a
receiver looking into the direction.

the opportunity to move the object to newly prescribed
location. Finally, one user used the playback to con-
�rm what he did to the environment. The users used
two kinds of relative standing positions to the messen-
ger avatar. While the avatar was talking to the user,
the user stood in front of the avatar. When the mes-
senger avatar started explaining how to move objects,
the user stood next to the avatar so that he/she could
see the same object from the same view point. These
two modes are also seen in daily life and are very natu-
ral behavior. The users treated the messenger avatars
as if their collaborators were actually present in the
collaboration. Inadvertently collaborators would �nd
themselves talking to the messenger avatar.

4 Future Work

We were encouraged by the favorable results of our
v-mail prototype. Participants seemed to be able to ef-
fectively use voice and gesture to asynchronously com-
municate ideas to one another. It will be interesting to
observe the degree of gesture usage amongst interna-
tional collaborators from di�ering cultures.

The most interesting �nding in v-mail was the way
viewers of the v-mail messages tended to treat the mes-
senger avatar as if they were real participants. This
might suggest that v-mail can have a signi�cant im-
pact in bridging time-zone di�erences.

Other possible improvements could be to allow v-
mail to be attached to particular objects in the space,
as in the earlier work done by Harmon [3]. Also the
recording techniques created in v-mail can be used to
create virtual training environments where appropriate
pre-recorded sequences can be played back at appro-
priate times based on user input. We will continue to
conduct transoceanic collaboration to develop and eval-
uate software for both synchronous and asynchronous

collaboration.
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